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ABSTRACT

We study the vacuum func t iona l for a Dirac f ie ld in a two dimensional

Riemann-Cartan geometry. Tors ion i s t r e a t e d as a quantum var iab le while the

me t r i c i s considered as a c l a s s i c a l background f i e l d . Decoupling sp inors from

t h e non-Hiemannian pa r t of t h e geometry in t roduces a c h i r a l Jacobian in to the

vacuum generat ing func t iona l . We compute t h i s funct ional Jacobian determinant

by means of the Alvarez method. F ina l l y , we show tha t the e f f e c t i v e a c t i o n for

t h e background geometry i s of the L iouv i l l e type and does not preserve any

memory of the i n i t i a l t o r s i o n f i e l d .
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1 . INTRODUCTION

Quantum field theory in curved spacetime assumes gravity as a classical

background geometry. Gravity can be given a dynamical role through the matter

vacuum fluctuations. This point of view has been initially proposed by

Sakharov and afterwards reconsidered by several authors. In particular,

Adler suggested that a consistent theory of classical gravitational forces

could be obtained only from the vacuum fluctuations of massless spinor and

gauge fields . This hypothesis fits quite well into the current unification

theories in which quarks and leptons are described as spin 1/2 objects and the

interaction among them is mediated by a gauge vector fields. In this framework

the spin-current density can be given the role of source for the torsion

field . Correspondingly, spacetime geometry becomes pf the Riemann-Cartan

type ' . Nevertheless there is no phenotnenoiogical evidence for long-range

torsion fields in vacuum so one has to assume some suitable confining

mechanism . An Einstein -Cartan-Kibble Sciama theory would not be

sufficient to describe torsion as a field which remains frozen only within the

spin distribution. Perturbative calculations would show that torsion can

propagate through quantum fermion loops . Hence, the problem remains

presently unclear in four dimensions, where the complexity of any physically

realistic model preclude an exact mathematical treatment. For these reasons we

consider the study of two dimensional spinor field theories in a

Riemann-Cartan spacetime as a useful source of non-perturbatiwe information

and possible suggestions about the quantum dynamics of torsion in four

dimensions.

Two dimensional field theories in a Riemannian manifold has been recently

considered mainly in connection with problems like the chiral anomaly and

bosoniration in the presence of gravity. * Furthermore there is now a

wide interest in (super) string theories which can also be viewed as two

dimensional field theories defined on the string world sheet.

We are interested in studying the effects of the matter field vacuum

fluctuations on the underlying classical spacetime. We shall use the

path-Integral version of the bosonizatlon technique and the symmetry of

the vacuum generating functional under Weyl restsIing to obtain the exact form

of the induced effective action for the background geometry.

The paper is planned as follows: in Sect. 2) we introduce our model and

its vacuum functional; in sect. 3) we decouple the matter field from the

non-Riemannian part of the background geometry and compute the corresponding
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chiraL Jacobian by means of the Alvarez method ; iti Sect .4) we show that

the effective theory foe the background geometry can be given either a local

foi-mulation, in terms of the LiouviLle action for the conformsL field, or a

noiv local but manifestly generally covariant action for the metric. In any

case the effective theory does not preserve any memory of torsion initial

field.

2. TWO DTMKNS1ONAL ECKS TYPE MODEL

The physical system we wish to study is a sort of two dimensional

Einstein-Cartan-Kibble Sciama (ECKS) model minimally coupled to a massless

Dirac field. The ECKS theory is defined in four dimensions by the action

f
1 6.CKS lfoV!&,j

(2.1)

where R (g,k) is the Riemann-Cartan scalar curvature. We point out that we

are not interested in I.,..because the two dimensional curvature scalar
2)

splits into the Ricci scalar R (g) plus the Rieroannian covariant divergence

of the contorsion trace K wot according to

(2.2)

2) 2)

Quadratic torsion terms vanish identically in R (g,k) and I KCKS

contains, torsion only through a surface term. In order to have a theory, as

similar as possible to the four dimensional model, one must add by hand

quadratic torsion terms. The spacetime integral of R (g) is proportional to

the Euler number /C , so it does not provide a dynamical, classical field

equation for the background metric Ofw^*' . Anyway this term is required in

order to have a renormalizable theory whenever spacetime topology is non

trivial, i.e. for X ^ O . In addition to that, vacuum energy renormalization

requires a bare cosmolo&ical term. Therefore, we choose as a classical

(euclidean) action for our model

(2.3a)
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where J f* *•*) is the invariant spacetiroe measure . The matter

lagrangian L ^ ^ i ^ i a ) ̂ O is the Dirac Lagrangian minimally coupled to the

background Riemann-Cartan geometry

(2.3b)

where & • (.O is the vierbein field, I*-1**/*1*'* is the Riemannian spin

connection, K«fet^ a e

defined as follows:

K(V~., and the (euclldean) Dirac matrices are

ttb _

The classical action for the background geometry is

k is a pure number, playing the role of the Newton constant, and A o is the

bare cosmologies! constant. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem in two dimensions allows

one to write the first term in (2.4) as

(2.5)

where X is the Euler characteristic, and we have assumed, for the sake of

simplicity, that the spacetime manifold has no boundaries.

The vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude is given by the path integral

> 3 e (2-*>

In the functional integral (2.6) the dynamical field variables are 4", T, and

Vs j((while gravity is regarded as a classical external field which will acquire

a kinetic term only at the quantum level.

Z is gaussian in K * * H . , so we can immediately obtain

(*) d ' for bosons, or d x det e*f> for spinors.
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( 2 . 7 )

In close analogy with the four dimensional case, the contorsion field can be

integrated away and replaced into the classical action by the square of an

axial vector current. From this point of view the free model we started fiom

results to be equivalent to a Dirac theory in a purely Biemannian geometry but

with a self-interaction of the type axial current-axial current:

where 1 L ̂  1'r j e j is n o w

(2.8)

This kind Df four-fermion interaction has been proposed by Heisenberg as

the starting point for a unified description of the physical particles as

bound states of the fundamental fields '•f' and 4". Let us remark that this four

fermion interaction, in two dimensions, gives rise to a perturbatively

renormalizable theory as the coupling constant k is dimensionless. On the

contrary, k is a (mass) in four dimensions and the same theory results

power-count ing-non-renoona livable.

In view of integrating over t1 and t" we have to bilinearize I with respect

to these Grassmann variables. This can be achieved by introducing an auxiliary

vector field A ^ into Z according to

(2.10)

(2.11)_ A i
A shortcut to (2.10), (2.11) consists in parametrizing, from the very

beginning, the contortion field in terms of the totally antisymmetric symbol € *b

and A_ as K̂ ,,,, =€«.«. A-. .

This can always be done in two dimensions. Then C2.10), (2.11) follow

straightforwardly from (2.3a), (2.3b), (2.4), (2.6).

-5-

As far as (2.11) is concerned, we point out that the covariant euclidean,

Dirac operator is not hermitian because of the axial coupling term.

This property must be carefully taken into account in the computation of

quantities like the effective action, or the chlral Jacobian, which depends on

the "square" of ip4. Different prescriptions for squaring î i can lead to

different results . However, we will show in the following that in our

case the ambiguity in the choice of the regularization operator for the chiral

Jacobian will not affect the final form of the effective action. In fact the

problem can be by-passed extracting V from the conformal anomaly equation

which, in our case, will not get any contribution from the chiral Jacobian.

3. CHIRAL JACOB1AH

In order to evaluate the exact effective action ft^f^^M " ~ J i « Z for

the background geometry we should carry out the functional Integration over

all the natter fields in (2.10). This can be done after decoupling "+and *+

from A- through a suitable finite chiral rotation. Under this kind of

transformation the functional measure ci^t C*f x1*'') Is not invariant and the

fermionic part

r
F s J

of the generating functional (2.10) changes into

0.2)

where Mi, •• are free Dirac fields. Comparing (3.1) with (3,2) we see that the

chiral Jacobtan J(A) can be formally expressed through the ratio

Actually relation (3.3) is meaningful only after some suitable regularization
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prescript ion is applied to the determinants. Our choice is to analyt-ically

extend the Dirac operator to an hermitian form by the replacement A«^ t A~

so that we can square <•¥> in the ordinary sense, then to apply the Alvarez

method Lo (3.3). In this way we shall get the consistent or integrable

anomaly . The final result can be trivially continued back from A to A>».
~ 13) " '

because the resulting Jacobian is a polynomial in A •»

The starting point of the Alvarez method to evaluate J(A) is the

exponential representation for the parametrized operator

,x

0 < t £ i

interpolating between the hermitian analytic extension of (2.12), for t=l, and

the free Dirac operator, for t=0. 'TP. satisfies the relation

(3.5)

wheere F(x)= exp ( k T 5 J A^, dY' J . We can give a definite meaning to

M cU.t <J&k ^ introducing into the proper time

the

formal expression
. ,. 15}

cepreservtati on

(3.6)

an ultraviolet cut-off f . The limit f->0 is understood. Making use of the

property (3.5) and after a cyclic permutation of the operators under the trace

in (3.6) , we obtain

Therefore

dtt-rTj&(u>,o>

f fk V"

(3.7)

(3.8)

The matrix element in (3.8) is the diagonal part of the Heat-Kernel H(x,y. £ )

for the (i^> ) operator. As £-*0, H(x,x,t) can be exactly replaced by its

asymptotic expansion

^ " W«*-« ' *• (3.9)

where Q»l«)are the Seeley^DeWitt coefficients15''165. In the present case

this is nut yn approximation but an exact procedure , which gives

For the operator (iTĵ .) , Q^x) is given by

- kt

(3.10)

(3.11)

where Mi is the covarlant derivative with respect to the Christoffel symbol.

The final result, after rotating back to iV , reads

J[A] = (3.12)

where K is the longitudinal part of A^ . Let us remark that (3.12) is simply

the covariant form of the flat spacetime chiraL Jacobian, there are no extra

gravitational contributions. This is because the curvature scalar (3.11),

which is the only possible source for such extra terms, is multiplied by ~tr

in (3.10), so it does not survive the trace operation. The same effect also

occurs in the Schwinger and the Thirring models in curved epacetine '

A consistency check of the result (3.12) can be obtained by considering

the chiral Jacobian for QED . The hermitian extension of our operator (2,12)

coincides with the gauge covariant Dirac operator I l/5((*>) + G JD once the

identifications are made & -> knn £j» = ^pj
9),10)

know that the chiral Jacobian for QED is

On the other hand, we

(3.13)
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,,T •
where B i s the tracisvfjrso part of the gauge f i e ld . Then (3.12) can be

simply obtained fcom (3.13) through the dua l i ty r e l a t i on connecting B^ with

v
So , af t e r decoup Ling, t (2.10) becomes

Z. =
.,%lAi e )

I
Z

(3.14)

(3.15)

The first tern in (3.IS) is bilinear in T» or ii so one can formally perform

the gaussian integration over these variables. Actually this is not the

simplest way to get an effective action for %fu/, and it is better to recover

the behaviour of P under Weyl rescaling from (3.14), (3.15) and compute the

confonnal Jacobians which may be produced by the functional measures.

A. EFFECTIVE THEORY FOR

In two dimensions the transverse and the longitudinal part of the vector

field can be parametrized in terms of two fields T* and ^

X1" _ _ • e «a *

A; = -^-vi
correspondingly we express the functional measure *J^4t*")= cJ r̂tfA ) a/i(At')

in terms of the measure ti/<<.4') dM(") ) . The jacoblan which is due to

this functional change of variables can be computed as follows. For example,

let us start from the first relation in (4.1) and expand Au with respect to

a vector basis {. Xu J

(4.2)

where £„ "r and \ n are the eigenvalues of the covariant

d"Alembertian — D on the scalar eigenfunctions T . Now, one

expand *P over the set {^'""j accord ing to

(4.3)

By matching (4.3) with (4.2) we get Qm • ( A « ) b m , So, modulo an

irrelevant mass scale, which can be fixed to unity, one finds

In the same way it is possible to obtain

Hence (3.14) and O.15) can be written as

w >= j d/t

i x

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

( 4 . 7 )

Which shows how the bosonic matter sector of the theory consists of two free

scalar fields. The determinant of (-O) is raised to power one so it is a kind

of ghost determinant rather than a genuine scalar quantum term. If one couples

the matter fields in (4.7) to external sources then I « Z can be used as the

generating functional for the connected Green functions. It is clear that in

this Vin<3 of problem the factor det(-Q) in front of (4.6) does not play any

physical role. Conversely , as it depends from the background geometry, it

must be taken into account with regard to the renorraalization of the theory.

Hore precisely the ultraviolet divergences of the scalar sector of the theory

are exactly cancelled by the infinities in this "ahost part" of the effective

action. So the only divergences, which renormalize k and X. , come from the

free fermionic sector. The finite part of the effective action can be exactly

obtained through the behaviour of Z, under
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local conforiual rescaling of the mctf Lc q j*-v "~ "

M l l e r fi*ld +o = « T « r < " / l 4 ' . _ $ . ' e ^ - 1 ' ' 1 ^ .

two dimensions one can always choose the conforaal ga

system where the metric is conformally flat

d/*" , and the

. This is because in

;e, i . e . a coordinate

i eroo
, I O

so that determining the dependence of P from the background geometry simply

amounts to finding how P functionally depends from the conforms! field S'O).

Ue recall that in two dimensions the free Dirac action is confoiinally

invariant while the scalar fields do not transform at all. The last remark

also applies to the ghost part of Z, which can be seen to derive from

integration over a pair of scalar anti commuting variables. The topological

term (2.5) does not contribute because we have assumed the spacetime without

boundaries, hence the scaling behaviours of P is controlled by the classical

cosmological term and by the change in the fermionic measure

where "5, 1*1 is the Hiemann-

case we are interested in

function for the Dirac operator . For the

x,

and in the conformal gauge (4.8)

=• za

Then we find an effective action for the <3T field given by

(4.10)

where A is the renormalized cosmological constant. Yin is just the Liouville
18)

19)
action . This kind of field theory has been already proposed, in a

different framework, as a dynamical model for two dimensional, gravity

also plays a central role in the modern string theory . The manifest non -

-11-

covarlance of (4.11) can be cured by giving up the local formulation in term

of the conformal C field. One can formally invert (4.10) and express 6"

through K. Then (4.11) acquires a generally covariant, non local form

A

where is the scalar Green function defined by

- D

(4.12)

(4.13)

The result {4.125 shows that the effective theory emerging from the quantum

fluctuations of the Dirac matter field has no memory of the initial

Riemann-Cartan geometry. This follows from the decoupling of the matter field

from the non Riemannian part of the background geometry. Consistently the

effective action relative to our ECKS type model, exhibits the same form of

the effective action for a free Dirac theory in General Relativity,

Finally, the toy-model we have considered here suggests that similar,

non-perturbative, mechanisms could be responsible for the absence of

long-range, torsion forces in the four dimensional vacuum spacetime.
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